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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Video games are a development of the latter half of the twentieth century. Since
their fairly recent dawning, they have become a prevalent entertainment medium. Yet, in
that short time the form of expression has existed, video games have grown to have
budgets in the millions of dollars and in 2008 the video gaming industry grossed $21.3
billion, twice the 2008 domestic film box (Kim 2009). For several years the American
film industry has not made as much as the video gaming industry (Johnson 2005, 24).
The majority of people in society tend to look at video games as solely a leisure
activity. Certainly, they do qualify as a leisure activity. However, this view might
pigeonhole video games; the educational power of video games is generally
unrecognized. If the visual media that is film can educate (with documentaries), is there a
possibility that video games—another visual media—could perhaps stimulate learning as
well? Some scholars suggest that they do (De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003; Gee 2003;
VanDeventer and White 2002).
In much the same way that watching a documentary—or to a greater degree
reading a book—educates so, too, do video games. That is not to suggest that video
games and books are on equal footing in that regard. Though many games are specifically
designed to be educational, there have yet to be any educational video games that are on
par with books. Both, however, are immersive exercises that require different skill sets.
Video games and books tap into different sections of the brain (Johnson 2005, 23). The
use of those different skill sets—ones not utilized in reading—could be intentionally
harnessed for didactic purposes. By differentiating instruction instructors might better
cater to individual students’ strengths and interests—which according to researchers
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(Tomlinson 2001; Anderson 2007), is one important part in adjusting instruction to best
suite the student. If people chose to look at gaming from a non-recreational point of view,
the educational aspects could likely be even further improved. This could possibly be an
asset heretofore under appreciated about video games.
There are a growing number of academic experts suggesting that video gaming
and immersion in virtual environments might have an important relationship to learning
(De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003; Gee 2003; VanDeventer and White 2002). Scientific
research into video games and spatial development started in the late 1970s, shortly after
their commercial development (Ball 1978, cited in De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003). This
line of research continues to be popular among academic researchers particularly in the
field of psychology or cognitive sciences (Newcombe 2000; Pazzaglia and De Beni 2001;
Sims and Mayer 2002; Green and Bavelier 2003 2006). Other contemporary researchers
come from various education departments (Dickey 2005), as well as computer sciences
(Cockburn and McKenzie). Some unexpected fields contribute to the literature as well,
including linguistics (Gee 2003), audiovisual communication and advertising (De
Aguilera and Méndiz 2003), gambling studies (Griffiths 2005), and chemistry
(Mathewson 1999). Some researchers use virtual environments to help the visually
impaired or those with physical and/or mental developmental disabilities improve their
spatial awareness skills in controlled virtual environments (Akhutina 2003; Baldwin
2003). Video games are an electronic media that (to be enjoyed) rely on a gamer’s ability
to interface with a virtual environment. Many geographers working with electronic media
already interact with a type of virtual environment regularly—geographic information
systems (GIS).
2

It should be stated that I will be using the phrase “video games” to encompass
both traditional (commercial) video games and exercises using virtual environments.
Though the virtual environments used in academic studies are generally rudimentary
compared to the entertainment-aimed counterparts in commercial video games, those
virtual environments used in many studies are fairly similar to the ancestors of modern
video games. With that reasoning, they will generally be treated as such.
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CHAPTER 2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Playing puzzle and action video games affect performance in spatial assessments
called “mental rotation tests” (MRTs) (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Quaiser-Pohl,
Geiser, & Lehmann 2006), and action video games serve to improve attention capacity
(Green and Bavelier 2003 2006). Navigating a map (also called orienteering) and
wayfinding both qualify as spatial tasks. They require a degree of patience, an ability to
recognize patterns, and the ability to rotate objects mentally to reorient the self within the
environment—among other skill sets. If video games require—and help to develop—
exceptional attentional capacity (Green and Bavelier 2003 2006), spatial attention (Feng,
Spence, & Pratt 2007), and correlate with improved scores on spatial tests (De Lisi and
Cammarano 1996; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006), is it possible that immersion in the virtual
realms of video games improve players’ wayfinding abilities in the real world? That is
the question posed by this research.
New video games on personal computers and the current generation of home
consoles (Xbox 360, Playstation 3, and Wii) contain very large gaming environments.
These elaborately designed virtual worlds sometimes require a great deal of patience and
attentiveness to navigate. In many ways they reflect navigating a real environment, so
games regularly provide their players with an in-game map. By consulting this map—
either accessible by pressing a button, or constantly on screen by way of a heads-up
display—players can easily see their character’s location, and where they need to go. The
complex navigation through large virtual environments—some modeled after real world
environments—forces players to hone their wayfinding abilities over time in a fun and
perhaps productive way.
4

CHAPTER 3. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Video games may help players effectively navigate their physical world better,
due to the wayfinding abilities required by—and repeatedly practiced in—many video
games. The purpose of this study is to see whether playing video games improves the
ability of gamers to navigate and interpret their non-virtual physical environment. If there
is a correlation between video games and improved wayfinding, it would warrant further
examination of video games by geographers. If no correlation between this spatial skill
and gaming seems to exist, the study could still invite other geographers to question what
sway video games have over other spatial or geographic skills. The study will also look at
the relationship that several other factors may have with wayfinding ability (such as
major, gender, academic year). It would be simple to determine whether geography
majors perform better than non-majors in the navigation exercise. It is also important for
the study to look at gender disparities in the results. This is an especially important
correlation to consider since studies show that male subjects tend to outperform female
subjects in spatial tasks (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006).
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CHAPTER 4. HYPOTHESIS
To what degree are the virtual wayfinding skills practiced in video games
applicable to the real world? This study attempts to measure whether video game players
(VGPs) have improved wayfinding abilities compared to non video game players
(NVGPs). It additionally plans to address whether increased time spent playing between
VGPs correlates to even more acutely developed wayfinding abilities.
This research also explores whether video games are capable of serving as
educational tools. In other words, does time spent orienting the often massive, complex
virtual environments inherent in video games have a relationship to the wayfinding
abilities of their players? The hypothesis is that increased exposure to virtual navigation
by way of video games improves purposeful orienting and navigation skills in the real
world. The experience of navigating a virtual space may improve the ability to navigate
an actual space (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2005). That is not to
say that all video games are the same; the genre of game played may play an important
role as well.
In this work I hope to address an important question. How does video gaming
positively or negatively affect the spatial abilities of VGPs as opposed to NVGPs?
Specifically, is there a correlation between increased video gaming and improved spatial
abilities as measured by performance on an orienteering exercise using a map?
Before we begin an understanding of what is meant by wayfinding is critical. It is
defined as “purposeful, oriented movement during navigation” (Darken and Sibert 1996,
142). Simply put, wayfinding is the process by which one purposefully finds their way
through a region from point A to point B. Its definition is more obvious than the separate
6

skills that define it; they are what truly matter in this study. Wayfinding requires the
ability “to identify origin and destination, to determine turn angles, to identify segment
lengths and directions of movement, to recognize on route and distant landmarks, and to
embed the route to be taken in some larger reference frame” (Golledge 1999, 7). Those
abilities are also vital to the wayfinding exercise that is central to this research.
Throughout the research, the terms “navigation” and “wayfinding” may be used
interchangeably, as both navigation and wayfinding are fully concerned with the
destination.
Although we generally use the terms pathfinding and wayfinding interchangeably
in everyday parlance, in scholarly literature they are not synonymous. Pathfinding refers
most frequently to the neural sciences and to the paths of electronic signals through the
synapses of the brain; wayfinding refers to navigation.
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CHAPTER 5. HISTORY OF VIDEO GAMES
A brief synopsis of the history of video games follows. Since video games first
became part of the public consciousness in the 1970s, they have evolved greatly. PONG,
one of the first commercially successful video games, was a very simple two-dimensional
tennis simulation; it was released by Atari in 1972. Though not the first video game,
PONG is classified as part of the first generation of video games. Shortly thereafter,
second generation games followed, such as Space Invaders (1978), Asteroids (1979),
Pac-Man (1980), and Frogger (1981). They were more complex than PONG—more onscreen moving objects, more colors, and more characters—however they pale in
comparison to that which would follow.
Nintendo released the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) in the United States
in 1985; it had previously been released in Japan in 1983 under the name Famicom.
Along with Sega’s Master System, the NES is considered part of the third generation of
video gaming. In the 1990s, the NES was followed by the Super Nintendo Entertainment
System (SNES), and the Sega Master System by the Genesis. Those two were the
predominant players in the fourth generation. Numerous systems followed in the 1990s
and 2000s including: Atari’s Jaguar, Nintendo’s N64, Sony’s Playstation, Sega’s
Dreamcast, Sony’s Playstation 2 (PS2), and Microsoft’s Xbox.
Each generation of video games improved drastically on the processing speed,
data storage capacity, and visual impressiveness of its predecessors. The depth of the
games improved as well (Johnson 2005, 182). To illustrate this claim one can simply look
at a series which has evolved through several gaming generations. The first game in The
Legend of Zelda franchise was released in Japan in 1986. The most recent entry was
8

released on the handheld Nintendo DS in 2007. There have been about a dozen games in
the franchise. The essence of the story stays the same. You play as a young boy named
Link and must traverse dangerous dungeons to destroy monsters. Your ultimate goal is to
defeat the main villain, your perennial nemesis, the dark wizard Ganon. By doing so, you
restore peace to the kingdom of Hyrule.
In the first game the story is very basic. The Princess Zelda is kidnapped by
Ganon. The young swordsman Link must rescue her. Because Ganon is too powerful for
Link to fight at the outset, Link must fight his way through several of Hyrule’s dungeons
to retrieve pieces of a magical artifact—the Triforce. Once the Triforce is restored, Link
can battle Ganon, rescue Princess Zelda, and restore peace to Hyrule. Though the formula
remains essentially the same, the stories and environments have since grown much more
complicated—as have the skills required to successfully play these games.
The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past, released in 1991 on the SNES, has Link
navigating Hyrule to fight a mysterious wizard named Agahnim. Link awakens from
dreams on a stormy night in Hyrule with a strange sense that he is being called by
Princess Zelda to rescue her in the castle. Link rushes to the castle where he finds his
uncle (and sole guardian) has been cut down by one of the monsters who has overrun the
castle. In his last moments, Link’s uncle apologizes for getting Link involved and
bequeaths his sword and shield to our hero. Link fights numerous monsters to reach the
princess. He rescues Zelda from the castle dungeon. Zelda then reveals that she is a
descendent of one of the Seven Sages from Hyrule’s past. An evil wizard named
Agahnim has already kidnapped six girls descended from the other sages—Princess
Zelda is the last only one who remains free of Agahnim’s clutches. Zelda asks Link to go
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seek help from one of Hyrule’s wise men. Following her request, Link leaves Zelda in the
care of a loyal priest. Shortly after Link is gone, Agahnim’s forces slay the priest and
kidnap Zelda. After several quests to properly arm Link for battle, he finally confronts
and defeats the evil wizard. It is then revealed that Agahnim is merely a puppet of Ganon.
Ganon appears and sucks Link into an alternate version of Hyrule (called the Dark
World) where Ganon has trapped the kidnapped descendants. Link sets out to rescue the
seven young maidens. He is assisted along the way by many of Hyrule’s citizens. With
each descendant he rescues, more of the game’s story is revealed. This Dark World was
once the Golden Land—the land where the legendary Triforce is housed. Because Ganon
has seized the all-powerful Triforce, his evil influence has corrupted its homeland. Now
Link must not only rescue the seven sage-girls, he must defeat Ganon and reclaim the
Triforce to restore peace to all of Hyrule.
A Link to the Past, only the third entry in the Zelda series, gives considerably
more background information on the people and history of Hyrule than the first game. In
the 18 years—and more than ten games in the series canon—since that third entry the
mythology has become even deeper.
Besides stories, processing speed and visual graphics improved as video games
moved from one generation to the next. Initially home video game consoles were often
categorized by how many “bits” they were. These bits referred to the consoles’ graphics
processing capabilities. Simply stated, the more bits a console had, the more visually
impressive games on that console could be. To illustrate the point, the third generation
NES had an 8-bit processor. The fourth generation SNES housed a 16-bit processor. Very
roughly put, the SNES was twice as powerful as the NES.
10

A comparison of in-game images of Nintendo’s Mario, one of gaming’s most
lasting and iconic characters, illustrates the generational evolution of gaming quite nicely.
It is available as appendix A. The first appearance of Mario was in the arcade game
Donkey Kong (1981). The 1985, 1987, and 1990 models of Mario all show him as he
appeared on the NES, the third generation. The 1991 model shows Mario as he first
appeared on the SNES—the fourth generation. The 1996 model shows Mario on the
Nintendo 64, the fifth generation; the 2002 image as he appeared on the Gamecube home
console, the sixth generation. The 2008 version of Mario is his in-game appearance—not
a drawing. It shows him as he currently looks in video games on Nintendo’s Wii. Clearly
visual presentation in video games has improved greatly. Just as these characters have
become more realistic and nuanced as the years progress, so too have the environments
they explore.
In the current generation, the seventh, consoles each have different powerful
microprocessors with names. Nintendo’s home video game console, the Wii, is
considered the “weakest” of the current generation, operating on the 64–bit “Broadway”
CPU (Wikipedia: Broadway). Sony’ Playstation 3 (PS3) uses the 128–bit “Cell
Broadband Engine Architecture” (Wikipedia: Cell). Microsoft’s Xbox 360 (360) also has
a 128–bit CPU, named the Xenon (Wikipedia: Xenon). Together the 360, PS3, and the
Wii comprise the seventh generation of video games. Despite its comparatively
diminutive visual prowess, the Wii outsells both the PS3 and the Xbox 360. Sony has
sold about 20 million PS3s, and Microsoft has sold about 28.5 million Xbox 360s;
Nintendo has sold more Wiis than both of them combined—50 million (Richtel 2009).
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As if the number of home consoles was not complex enough, video games fall
into many different genres—some with their own sub-genres—action, adventure, extreme
sports, fighting, wrestling, flying, driving, major sports, music and rhythm, puzzle,
minigames, role-playing games (RPGs), shooters, simulation, and strategy. Some require
more mental dexterity than others, and expectedly some require more navigational ability
than others. Though sports games require a player to navigate through a field of
opponents, they do not require the same complex orienting abilities required by action
games, adventure games, RPGs, simulations, or strategy games. Those genres require an
increasing level of spatial skill compared to the other gaming genres with more limited
environments.
Examples of action games include the incredibly prolific Super Mario Bros. series
by Nintendo. Action games tend to be straightforward in their objectives and playing
environments. The adventure genre is well represented by the popular Legend of Zelda
series, also by Nintendo, or the God of War games by Sony. Adventure games have
similarly designed playing environments and objectives. The main difference between
action and adventure games is that in action games progress is made more through tasks
which require hand-eye coordination (e.g.: navigating a tricky series of platforms),
whereas in adventure games it is made more so through puzzle solving (e.g.: moving an
object in the environment so that you can access a platform). There are very few games
released today that are strictly considered action or adventure; the line between these
genres is blurring. In the case of either genre, a level of spatial competence is required to
successfully wayfind in the virtual world.
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Strategy and simulation games are related to each other in that both require the
player to be the architect of the gaming atmosphere. However, they do this in different
ways. In strategy games, the player closely monitors and manipulates characters’
movements to a depth not required in action or adventure games; the player is the
architect of those characters. In simulation games players are asked to design and direct
reproductions of places and lives; the player is the architect of a world and character(s). A
good example of a strategy game is the classic board game Risk or the Disgaea video
game series. Risk (which has been made into a video game) requires players to command
a globally scaled military conquest. The games in the Disgaea series follow deep stories
which unfold chapter by chapter in individual battles. In each battle the player must
command his band of heroes to victory. Strategy video games require careful planning,
forward thinking, and cunning execution of tactics. Simulation games such as SimCity
(1989) and the online sensation Second Life (2003) are great representatives of the genre
as a whole. In SimCity, the player is tasked with the building and maintenance of a city.
This includes control over infrastructure, taxes—even acts of nature. If infrastructure is
poor, taxes are too high, or food is unavailable to citizens, the city will not thrive. Finding
the proper balance is the key to success. In Second Life, players live a mock second life.
They can interact with other players’ avatars, consume virtual products and services,
travel the Second Life world, and otherwise manage a would-be life. These two video
game genres ask players to perform virtual versions of real world tasks. Therefore in both
of these related genres some spatial awareness is requisite to create and explore your own
world.
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A widely recognized example of the role-playing game (RPG) genre is the Final
Fantasy franchise by Square Enix. In RPGs character development and storyline are of
paramount importance. As the story develops, the characters likewise develop. By
winning battles, characters earn experience points. When a certain number of experience
points is reached, the character levels up. This process of leveling up makes a character
faster, stronger, and able to endure more damage. The character may acquire new
abilities. By progressing through the story, characters become empowered to rise to the
challenge of progressively more powerful enemies. As RPGs tend to be more storydriven than games in other genres the setting plays a particularly important role. This
genre relies heavily on orientation of world maps to get from one chapter to another, thus
requiring a degree of wayfinding skill to traverse these world maps quickly and
purposefully to continue with the story.
To illustrate the evolution of and complexity of the virtual world maps used in
different video game genres some visuals are necessary. The first are two screenshotmaps from the Legend of Zelda series—in the adventure genre—which appear in the
appendix as appendices B and C, respectively. Both games are played from a bird’s-eye
view; the maps are a compilation of the individual screenshots. The map is essentially a
mosaic grid of individual “rooms” the player traverses. Simply put, the game map is the
playing area. Also included in the appendix are two virtual world maps from RPGs. One
is from the most recent game in The Elder Scrolls franchise (appendix D), the other from
one of the most recent Final Fantasy entries (appendix E). These in-game RPG maps
show a great amount of cartographic sophistication and legitimacy in their representation
of each fictitious region. The comparatively older maps from the Zelda series are quite
14

rudimentary compared to the more contemporary video game maps featured in The Elder
Scrolls and Final Fantasy.
In the next section several important themes which relate to video games are
highlighted. Each theme is accompanied by contemporary academic literature relating it
to the hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 6. LITERATURE REVIEW
As noted, virtual worlds and their relation to the actual world continue to be of
great interest to researchers across many disciplines. Psychologists study, among myriad
other things, this relationship between virtual environments and the development of
spatial awareness; however they approach this issue from a psychologist’s perspective—
not a geographer’s. I am interested in the geographer’s perspective and the themes
associated with the geographer’s perspective.
The first theme discussed is the relationship between video games and spatial
cognition and/or spatial skills. According to research by Darken and Sibert (1996); De
Lisi and Cammarano (1996); Maguire, Burgess, and O’Keefe (1999); and Green and
Bavelier (2003 2006) exposure to video gaming may increase various spatial and mental
abilities.
The second theme examines the relationship between video games and learning.
Here the research of VanDeventer and White (2002), De Aguilera and Méndiz (2003),
and Gee (2003) is pertinent. This theme is important to this research for two reasons.
One, if, as the aforementioned scholars suggest, video games can educate, then they are a
valid part of the educational world and worthy of further research. Two, if video games
do serve as learning tools, it is possible that some of that learning is spatial or
geographical in nature.
The final academic theme reviewed is the observed gender disparities in spatial
abilities. Research shows that male subjects tend to perform better than female subjects in
spatial tasks (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Maguire, Burgess, & O’Keefe 1999;
Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006). The results of this research could likely reflect that. However,
16

the use of video games as a training tool can reduce—and possibly eliminate—this
gender discrepancy (Feng et alia 2007; Terlecki, Newcombe, & Little 2008).
It is particularly important to address the issue of gender since video gaming is a
hobby that evidence shows is generally dominated by males; females only account for
38% of gamers (ESA 2008). If female respondents do not perform as well as male
respondents on the wayfinding exercise, I should be slightly encouraged, as those results
would confirm what other spatial researchers have observed (De Lisi and Cammarano
1996; Maguire 1999; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006).
Some of these studies look at spatial skills other than wayfinding, but as research
shows (Feng et alia 2007), some spatial skills are intertwined. Research also shows that
certain genres of video games can improve more than one skill set (De Aguilera and
Méndiz 2003). Mental rotation can be used to help orient oneself in his or her
environment; orientation is an important part of wayfinding. For that reason, literature
concerning improvement in MRTs will be examined. Improvement in MRTs might be an
indicator that other skills—perhaps wayfinding—are improving. Action video games
improve numerous spatial abilities (Darken and Sibert 1996; De Lisi and Cammarano
1996; Maguire et alia 1999; De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003; Green and Bavelier 2003
2006; Feng et alia 2007). Perhaps they also improve wayfinding ability.
Each of these themes outlined above is discussed next.
Video Games and Spatial Cognition / Skills
The scholars Rudolph P. Darken and John L. Sibert conducted an interesting
investigation entitled “Wayfinding Strategies and Behaviors in Large Virtual Worlds.”
Darken and Sibert asked ten subjects (five male, five female) to complete a very lengthy
17

series of wayfinding tasks using four different three-dimensional virtual environments.
Subjects were given a large VR world in which to find five numbered targets after which
they were instructed to return to the point of origin. Subjects were asked to sketch maps
of the VR regions they explored paying specific attention to the landforms and
landmarks. They were also recorded doing so and encouraged to “think aloud” (Darken
and Sibert 1996, 143). In this fashion, the behaviors of each subject could be more easily
dissected.
Darken and Sibert’s observations were of great use in designing an appropriate
map and exercise questions for this study. They noted that without directional clues
subjects got lost quite easily, and that this would interfere with their wayfinding abilities.
For this reason (when necessary) my questions provided the cardinal direction in which
one needed to initially travel. Though not decisive about this conclusion, the pair
suggested that: “a human’s conception of an abstract space is analogous to that of a
physical space” (Dark and Sibert 1996, 149).
Lastly, the study conducted by Darken and Sibert (1996) critically pointed out a
major shortcoming of most research in large virtual worlds. They noted that in research
using VR “many virtual worlds are rarely, if ever, revisited offering the navigator no
opportunity to develop a usable cognitive map of the environment,” which may have
been reflected by the difficulties met by their subjects. They continue by saying,
“prolonged exposure to navigating an environment directly is more likely to result in
survey knowledge which is orientation-independent” (Darken and Sibert 1996, 142).
Plainly, more time spent wayfinding in a region will produce a better cognitive map and
sense of place in most subjects.
18

“Prolonged exposure to navigating an environment directly” is a cornerstone of
video gaming (Darken and Sibert 1996, 142). The virtual environments implemented in
video gaming are quite regularly revisited; they are specifically engineered to be.
Because of this, video games hold a very unique advantage over other VR environments,
such as those used in research. This continuous revisiting—and resulting skill practice
and development—places video games in a very different position relative to other VR
environments used in research. It also presents the possibility that video gaming “is more
likely to result in survey knowledge which is orientation-independent” (Darken and
Sibert 1996, 142).
Research by Richard De Lisi and Diane M. Cammarano (1996) indicates that
playing video games and exposure to certain computer programs improves performance
on the VTMR (regardless of gender). De Lisi and Cammarano (1996) cite a study related
to video games and spatial skills. The study suggests that: “video-game-experience[s]
were associated with success at Marble Madness” (Subrahmanyam and Greenfield 1994,
cited in De Lisi and Cammarano, 353). Is it possible that the improved performance in
this virtual maze translates to improved performance in actual orientation?
Eleanor Maguire, Neil Burgess, and John O’Keefe published a short but
compelling review on the relationship between cognitive maps, virtual environments, and
navigational abilities in 1999. An initial declaration is made—that: “tabletop tests of
spatial memory” (such as MRTs, enumeration tasks and multiple object tracking tasks)
are incapable of making direct conclusions about the navigational abilities of an
individual (Maguire et alia 1999, 171) (emphasis added). This is because the information
in a tabletop exercise is limited in ways that the information in the actual environment is
19

not—limited strictly to the visual observation. According to Maguire and her colleagues,
the only way to properly observe navigational skills in a lab setting is with virtual reality.
The VR of which they speak is usually a computerized environment presented on
a monitor—fairly similar to video gaming environments. The cognitive maps that
subjects develop based on interaction with VR are more comparable to real world
cognitive maps than would be obtained in a tabletop test (Maguire et alia 1999, 171).
This echoes the conclusion of Darken and Sibert (1996).
Considering this one could expect that VGPs may have more experience with
mental mapping than NVGPs. They may thus be more capable at wayfinding—based on
practiced cognitive mapping abilities gained through extensive video gaming. If a gamer
is more adept at internalizing a region quickly, he may also be more comfortable
navigating it.
The researchers came to three important conclusions about navigation skills by
reviewing several VR studies. The first conclusion is that landmarks are a vital part of
subjects’ ability to construe mental maps of a region (Maguire et alia 1999, 173). The
second, VR environments which evoke a sense of “presence,” by using landmarks that
echo the real world, are vital for subject-navigators (Maguire et alia 1999, 173). The
third, if parallels to real world navigation are to be made, precise attention must be paid
to the complex design of VR environments in terms of “level of differentiation, the
number of choice points, the placement of landmarks and their orientation” (Maguire et
alia 1999, 173). Plainly, a VR environment that is more complex—in a similar order to
the real world—will provide better mental mapping potential than one that is simple. Not
all video games fulfill all of these requirements. However, some fulfill two or more, and
20

many fulfill at least one. For example, “sandbox games”—a term used to describe openended video games such as Grand Theft Auto, World of Warcraft, of The Elder Scrolls—
all provide VGPs with a large world that is very reminiscent of the real world in terms of
differentiation, choice points, and landmarks.
C. Shawn Green and Daphne Bavelier (2006) work for the Department of Brain
and Cognitive Sciences’s Center for Visual Science at the University of Rochester. Their
research into video gaming indicates among other things: improved short-term memory
capacity, improved visual attention, and improved visual spatial resolution in VGPs as
opposed to NVGPs. In some cases they go so far as to argue not just correlation between
gaming and improved skills, but causation.
One of their studies published in 2006 investigated the difference in enumeration
task and multiple object tracking task performances between VGPs and NVGPs. This
study required numerous rounds of experimentation. The enumeration task is a test in
which a number of objects—generally simple shapes—are briefly shown to a subject.
Thereafter the subject attempts to quickly and accurately recall how many items
appeared. Both narrow and wide fields of view were used in the task based on previous
research—including previous work by Green and Bavelier—that suggested that video
game playing improves both central and peripheral vision (Green and Bavelier 2006,
220).
The multiple object tracking task (MOT) is slightly more visually demanding. A
subject is shown multiple identical objects. Several of those objects are then temporarily
marked for identification (through change in color, illumination...). After all the objects
are unmarked again, they are then shuffled and shifted into a new arrangement. It is then
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the job of the subject to identify whether a single selected object was one that had been
highlighted (yes) or had not been highlighted (no) at the beginning of the task.
Interestingly, Green and Bavelier (2006) chose to use only male subjects for three of their
five experiments, their justification being the relative scarcity of hardcore female gamers
(Green and Bavelier 2006, 220). Hardcore was defined as “a minimum of 3–4 days a
week of action video game usage for the previous six months” (Green and Bavelier 2006,
221). Female subjects were included for observation only as NVGPs in both of the
control groups. The researchers were also quite keen to note that all subjects had 20/20
vision—whether naturally, or through corrective lenses. This is important for a study of
visual memory. If all subjects have the same 20/20 vision, this is a test of memory, not
eyesight.
The first experiment subjected 26 men, 13 VGPs and 13 NVGPs, to the
enumeration task to observe whether gamers differed in their performance. In this first
task, when only a few things were flashed—around one to four—most subjects in both
groups were able to promptly and precisely identify all of them. Green and Bavelier
(2006) write this off as the immediate recognition of commonly familiar arrangements.
However, as the number of objects increased, the divergence became evident. In
enumeration tests with both narrow and wide fields of view, VGPs outperformed NVGPs.
As a whole, VGPs were accurately able to recall two more items than NVGPs. This
advantage is likely owed to the extended short-term memory developed by video gaming
(Green and Bavelier 2006, 227). NVGPs also tended to underestimate numbers to a
greater degree than VGPs, though both groups tended to lowball the numbers when nine
or more objects were flashed. The experiment led the two academics to conclude that
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compared to NVGPs, gamers tend to have “both an extended accuracy breakpoint and
greater accuracy in the counting range” (Green and Bavelier 2006, 227). Green and
Bavelier were careful to admit that causation is not necessarily due to video gaming, but
it is quite possible that there is a connection between the two.
To test that possibility of video games as a catalyst for improved performance,
Green and Bavelier had NVGPs of both genders train with video games and then retest in
the narrow field of vision enumeration task. The results were quite impressive. The
experiment showed that: “even relatively little action video game play (10 h) is sufficient
to alter enumeration performance” (Green and Bavelier 2006, 230). The research also
declared that there was no perceived performance difference between genders, indicating
that gaming improves spatial skills for all players (Green and Bavelier 2006, 231). This
control group reinforced their assumed results from the first round of experimentation—
that VGPs have improved short-term memory performance compared to NVGPs. The
ability to store and access visual information about location from the memory is
paramount to navigational skill (Janzen 2006, 493–494). Perhaps it is possible that this
more slowly decaying short-term memory and more acutely focused visual sense give
VGPs an advantage in navigational tasks.
Finally, to test whether VGPs had improved abilities over NVGPs tracking
several items, Green and Bavelier administered the MOT task. Again, as they expected,
VGPs outperformed the NVGPs. In this task gamers were more accurate in their tracking
of multiple objects. There did not, however, appear to be an observed disparity between
VGPs and NVGPs for number of the items that could be tracked simultaneously.
Observation of a control group would help yield more results.
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A population of 32 subjects was divided into an experimental group of eight
males and eight females, and a control group of nine females and seven males. Both
groups trained with video games for 30 hours—at most two hours a day, totaling between
five and eight hours a week (Green and Bavelier 2006, 239). The experimental group
played Unreal Tournament 2004 (2004). The control group played the classic puzzle
game Tetris (1986). Performance on the MOT task was measured on the first day, before
video game training, and then on the thirtieth day, after the extensive training. Again, no
gender bias was discovered, and again performance noticeably improved after action
video game training.
Green and Bavelier’s work (2006) illustrates the possible causative relationship
between video gaming and visual attention and working memory. It is likely that this
superiorly developed working memory in VGPs measured against NVGPs allows for
improved navigation based on Janzen’s (2006) requirements for navigation.
Remembering where one was and which path one has taken greatly helps to keep the self
properly oriented—therefore less likely to get lost, and more likely to reach one’s
destination quickly.
In a 2003 letter to Nature, Green and Bavelier summarized sections of their 2006
publication noted above (in progress) rather succinctly, stating that: “at difficulty levels
where NVGPs have long depleted their attentional resources, VGPs possess sufficient
resources to perform the target task, with resources still remaining to spill over to the
distractors. Plainly stated, “these results indicate that VGPs possess enhanced attentional
capacity” (Green and Bavelier 2003, 534). This increased attentional capacity may be one
of the factors that help VGPs outperform NVGPs in MRTs and similar spatial tasks. It is
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possible that this increased attentional capacity could likewise assist VGPs in other
spatial problems—such as navigational tasks. Due to their increased attentional capacity,
gamers may be able to dedicate more of their working memory to object location and
route direction—already established as necessities for wayfinding (Janzen 2006).
Video Games and Learning
If, as the above scholars have illustrated, video games are capable of improving
skill sets—particularly spatial skills—are they also capable of educating? Do video
games have the potential to assist in classrooms? Some researchers seem to believe that
they do (VanDeventer and White 2002; De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003; Gee 2003). They
declare that video games can serve as useful teaching instruments in educational settings
(Gee 2003). Further, video games are quite capable of supplementing learning, and the
focus required of them can help otherwise distracted players, potentially improving their
performance as students (VanDeventer and White 2002).
VanDeventer and White studied the behavior of children who were proficient
video game players. The pair looked at 7 children (ages 10 and 11) for evidence of expert
behaviors in video gaming. Expertise in a given field was characterized by seven factors:
(1) outstanding performance; (2) recognition of “large meaningful patterns;” (3) an
ability to quickly and accurately solve problems; (4) comparatively enhanced short-term
and long-term memories; (5) an ability to recognize at a “deeper, more principled level”
(than non-experts) the problems and parameters present; (6) extensive time spent
scrutinizing the dilemmas presented in their field qualitatively; and (7) “self-monitoring”
abilities (Chi, Glaser, & Farr 1988, cited in VanDeventer and White 2002, 29).
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VanDeventer and White immediately compare these characteristics of expertise to
characteristics observed in “self-regulated learners”: (1) a basic tendency to be motivated
by the acquisition of knowledge, (2) an ability to “self-monitor” and recognize their
troubles, and (3) the ability to alter their “learning process” to facilitate further learning
(Reiber, Smith, & Noah 1998, cited in VanDeventer and White 2002, 30). VanDeventer
and White recognize that the second and third factors overlap with the characteristics of
expertise noted above. According to VanDeventer and White, this illustrates a possible
connection between expertise and self-regulated learning.
The pair of researchers were well aware that observing these characteristics by
watching children play video games would be nearly impossible. By observing a VGP,
no insight can be made into the internal decisions taking place during play. Likewise, any
attempt to interview a gamer while playing could prove too distracting. Therefore, they
had the children play video games with adults. A child would play alone while answering
questions posed by an adult, and then that child would teach an adult how to play the
game. Because expert behaviors were the focus of the study, the video games used were
popular games with which the children were both familiar and sufficiently skilled.
Children and adults were categorized by gaming ability into one of three classes.
Level three was the most proficient class of gamers, level two was for intermediate
gamers, and level one identified the least capable players—a level used only for adults.
Three pairs of groups were observed: level three children with level one adults, level
three children with level two adults, and level two children with level one adults.
VanDeventer and White customized Chi’s seven factors for expertise for their
observation and measurement.
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In their observation of the videotaped gaming sessions, much of the conversation
reflected expert behavior from the children according to VanDeventer and White. One
such example follows from a session of Super Mario World:

Child: Okay, so you get points for jumping on people and there is a time limit.
It’s 300 seconds.
Adult: That’s the timer up at the top of the screen?
Child: Yeah.
(VanDeventer and White 2002, 35)

According to the researchers, this instructional exchange is regarded as a self-monitoring
behavior. VanDeventer and White declare that it is “information provided to assist
progress” (2002, 35).
The behaviors observed in the gaming sessions illustrated evidence for five of the
seven characteristics of expertise in children who were also proficient gamers.
VanDeventer and White observed the following evidence: (1) pattern recognition; (2)
highly developed memory; (3) an ability to weigh pros and cons and make decisions
based on risk analysis—as they call it, the ability to “represent problems at principled
levels”; (4) qualitative problem analysis; and (5) self monitoring (2002, 37). Expectedly,
these behaviors were observed to a greater degree in level 3 child-gamers than in level 2
child-gamers. Level 3 children were far more likely to strategize—anticipating and
planning for future possibilities—than level 2 children. Often the level 3 VGPs used
techniques not suggested or explained in the games’ manuals. As VanDeventer and
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White acknowledge, this indicates that sufficiently advanced gamers (level 3) use a more
heuristic approach to learning—at least in their area of expertise.
VanDeventer and White pose many interesting questions in their conclusions.
They speculate as to the applicability of this field of expertise to educational settings, and
whether the pattern recognition expertise in video games illustrated by these expert
children could be readily transferred to the academic world—specifically in mathematics
and the sciences. Some research shows that there is a connection between action video
game usage and improved skills in mathematics and sciences (De Aguilera and Méndiz
2003; Delgado and Prieto 2004, cited in Feng et alia 2007).
In 2003 Miguel De Aguilera and Alfonso Méndiz of the University of Malaga
(Spain) published a critical look at research concerning video games and learning. They
first addressed and dismissed some common assumptions and misconceptions about
video games. Next, looking at the three decades of research into gaming De Aguilera and
Méndiz found that: “despite attempts to demonstrate that video games have a pernicious
influence on players, there is no scientific evidence to support this claim” (De Aguilera
and Méndiz 2003, 3). However, as the duo noted, there is much evidence to make a case
for the counterpoint—that possibly, video games do have some positive effects.
Video gaming can help subjects with the “assimilation of numerical concepts and
reading comprehension,” noting, “they even promote reading” (Ball 1978, cited in De
Aguilera and Méndiz 2003, 6). Continued research throughout the following decade
showed evidence that playing video games improved “visual capacity, motor activity, and
spatial abilities-reflexes and responses” of players compared to their NVGP peers; in one
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study, video gaming was even evidenced to help students identify and address their
academic inabilities (De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003, 6).
They conclude that the majority of the studies they examined laud the ability of
video games to improve—among other things—the “development of inductive logic,”
“spatial perception and recognition,” and “spatial representation” (De Aguilera and
Méndiz 2003, 10). They next suggest that video games—especially of the simulation
genre—are of utmost importance to a modern approach at learning since they “help in the
development of all intellectual abilities” (De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003, 11).
They then list several genres and note the importance to learning of each. Arcade
and action style games prove useful in developing psychomotor development as well as
spatial orientation; sports games likewise develop psychomotor skills, and relieve stress;
RPGs and strategy games can “stimulate internal motivation and reflection on the values
of the games;” puzzle games develop logical thinking skills; and simulator games “can
help in the development of all intellectual abilities” (De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003, 11)
(emphasis added). They continue, focusing the prominence on the abilities of video
games to improve players’ skills in: reading; logical thinking; observation; spatiality,
geography; basic knowledge; problem-solving and decision-making; and strategic
planning (De Aguilera and Méndiz 2003, 11–12) (emphasis added). It should be
highlighted that the pair specifically mention the potential of video gaming to improve
spatial and geographic skills in players.
James Paul Gee has done numerous studies on the effects of gaming on learning.
He even goes so far as to refer to certain commercially successful video games as
“learning machines” (Gee 2003, 1). To remain profitable, video game producers need to
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present an innovate game that is challenging, but learnable—better yet if it can be
mastered. If the game is short gamers will not be willing to shell out their money for it.
So, good games must have replay value, while being long enough to appease players.
This is quite analogous to the predicament faced by many teachers: “how to get people,
often young people, to learn and master something that is long and challenging—and to
enjoy it” (Gee 2003, 1). If an instructor is able to present new learning material in a
manner that is pleasing and approachable—while still being challenging—students are
likely to be more engaged and interested in the subject. There is the possibility with some
students who regularly feel like they are not being challenged in school that they may
stop making an effort and in some cases become problem students. Perhaps video games
can inform teachers, not just their students.
Gee discusses a study in which young children were instructed to play video
games called Age of Mythology (2002) and Age of Empires (series, first entry released in
1997)—the contents of which correlated directly with what they were learning about in
the classroom. The children-subjects were reading about mythology in the classroom, and
instructed to do so out of the classroom. They were also given exercise to complete
concerning mythology, such as drawing pictures or writing stories.
By teaching children about mythology while having them play the video game
Age of Mythology, the researchers gave a number of explanations for their finding that
the children became far more engaged with the learning material (Gee 2003, 1–2). Unlike
information in a classroom setting, the information in video games is presented in a
context pertinent to the playing experience. This in turn translates to information more
readily absorbed by the mind according to Gee. Also, the ability to interact directly with
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the knowledge presented to them in the video game is more active than just sitting in a
classroom listening to a lecture. The video games allowed students to do both produce
and consume knowledge—a difference from the usual circumstances in the classroom
(Gee 2003, 2). The combination of learning formats and the contextualization work
extremely well together; put simply, “this is education at its best” (Gee 2003, 2).
Additionally, the importance of motivation in the learning process is not lost on
Gee, and similarly it plays in important role in this hypothesis. Because VGPs are directly
involved in manipulating and interacting with a character in a game, they become
connected to the character. This is similar to connections we make with characters in our
favorite novels or films. Part of the internal motivation developed through RPGs (as
previously mentioned by De Aguilera and Méndiz) comes from the attachment to the
characters and an intense curiosity in their destiny. Because of this connection, the more
hardcore VGPs tend to master their games—learning the game as best they can. In
mastering a game, an exhaustive amount of purposeful exploration of the virtual world—
wayfinding—is required to complete all objectives. If the hypothesis of this research is
correct, this virtual wayfinding is a learning process that may well assist VGPs in their
real world navigation.
Apart from internal motivation, the length of a subject’s attention span plays a
powerful role in their absorption of knowledge. The importance of difference in attention
spans in VGPs as opposed to NVGPs was noted by Steven Johnson, in the popular book
Everything Bad Is Good for You. Among other things it discusses cases of gaming
research. One study mentioned “looked at three distinct groups of white-collar
professionals: hard-core gamers, occasional gamers, and non-gamers. The results
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contradict nearly all the received ideas about the impact of games: the gaming population
turned out to be consistently more social, more confident, and more comfortable solving
problems creatively. They also showed no evidence of reduced attention spans compared
to non-gamers” (Beck and Wade 2004, cited in Johnson 2005, 153) (emphasis added).
Increased attention span may be important to wayfinding.
Gender Disparities
One of the beneficent facets of video games is that they serve as a learning tool
for spatial cognition (Green and Bavelier 2003 2006). Unfortunately, their ability to serve
as learning tools may not be the same for both genders. Researchers repeatedly point out
the importance of gender disparities in spatial problem solving—particularly as related to
mental rotation tasks (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006). They
highlight a generally observed trend of great importance—male subjects tend to perform
better than female subjects with navigational activities in virtual environments (Maguire
et alia 1999). To compound this, video game usage—though increasingly popular among
females—is a male dominated sphere with male VGPs making up 62% of players (ESA
2008).
Research conducted by De Lisi and Cammarano (1996) touched on the theme of
gender differences in mental rotation tasks while additionally addressing video gaming
(1996). The researchers surveyed a population of 110 undergraduate students—27 were
male (24.55%) and 83 were female (75.45%). The majority of students were second
semester juniors. The pair studied undergraduates’ self-reported gaming habits with
relation to performance on the Vandenberg Test of Mental Rotation (VTMR), and the
effect of playing a puzzle video game (Blockout—essentially a three-dimensional, bird’s
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eye view version of Tetris) on retaking the VTMR. A control group was instructed to
play another non-spatial computer game (Solitaire) for comparative purposes.
The results of the self-reported surveys showed that men were more likely play
computer games, as well as more likely to claim that they were “good at computer
games,” than women (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996, 358). As such, men tended to
outperform women in their performance in Blockout. More interestingly though, was the
suggestion that increased reported usage and proficiency with computers correlated with
increased scores on the VTMR. The researchers surmise that this may be owed to the
“differential opportunities for use of spatial abilities” with different computer programs
(De Lisi and Cammarano 1996, 359). Put more plainly, the more exposure a subject has
to different computer programs the better he will perform on the VTMR, generally.
They further state that: “for both men and women, reports of playing computer
games, using computers regularly, and being good at computer games ... relate[d] to
mental rotation task differences. Those who reported having these computer experiences
outperformed those who did not” (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996, 360). This indicates
that despite the gender-based dissimilarities indicated by some other studies, it is possible
for individuals to improve their spatial problem solving abilities through exposure to
video games regardless of gender. Spatial problem solving experiences through computer
usage—and specifically through video games—serve as a useful teacher. One might
speculate whether this improved spatial problem solving due to video games translates
into superior wayfinding abilities as well.
The review by Eleanor Maguire, Neil Burgess, and John O’Keefe (1999) briefly
noted above also makes important comments on gender differences in spatial aptitude.
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According to Maguire, Burgess, and O’Keefe, the recent research utilizing computerized
environments has reinforced already established perceptions about gender differences in
spatial aptitude. Studies in VR suggest that male subjects generally navigate better than
females; this might be owed to the fact that males tend to use both “geometric and
landmark cues,” as opposed to females, who do not generally use geometric cues
(Maguire et alia 1999, 173). An important observation is acknowledged—that males
generally play video games in greater numbers than females—as such, this fact “must
also be factored into the complex interaction between characteristics of the environment
and those doing the navigating” (Maguire et alia 1999, 173). Here it is openly
acknowledged by academics that video games may play a role in navigation or
wayfinding abilities.
More recent research published by Claudia Quaiser-Pohl, Christian Geiser, and
Wolfgang Lehmann in 2005 concurs with the results of De Lisi and Cammarano.
Quaiser-Pohl and her colleagues studied how computer game preference related to MRT
performance across genders. Whether the improved performance in spatial tasks of males
compared to females is due to biological or social reasons, it is agreed that experience
greatly affects spatial ability (Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2005, 610). Video gaming is one such
experience to consider. Quaiser-Pohl and her colleagues continue, citing numerous
studies, saying plainly that: “spatial-test performance can be improved through practice”
(2005, 610). Because of the importance of experience, one might expect a female VGP to
score as well, or better, than a male with little or no gaming experience.
Quaiser-Pohl, Geiser, and Lehmann speculated that males and females would
differ in video game preference, and that males would achieve higher scores on MRTs.
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They further reasoned that those subjects with more video game experience would
perform better than those with little or no experience, and that some genres of video game
would correlate to higher MRT scores.
Subjects in this research were administered the MRT and completed a survey on
video game usage and preference. VGP subjects were asked to prioritize their genre
preferences by answering how often (never, rarely, often, very often) they played each of
the following genres: adventure, action, sport, fantasy role-playing, logic, skill-training,
simulation, driving-simulator (Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2005, 612). Examples of games from
each genre were provided.
The results were not shocking, but they were very interesting. Expectedly, more
boys classified themselves as VGPs than girls. Of those boys, most claimed to play the
“action” and “simulation” genres most frequently. The few girls who played video games
mostly played games of the “logic” and “skill-training” variety.
Their research led them to state that: “individuals’ admission of playing certain
types of computer games is a useful predictor of spatial abilities” (Quaiser-Pohl et alia
2005, 617). The research also suggested that for boys “being action-and-simulation game
player[s] had a small positive effect on MRT performance” (Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2005,
616). Oddly though, for girls, gaming experience did not translate to improved MRT
performance. Quaiser-Pohl and her colleagues admit that this contrasts with numerous
other studies. They admit that this might be due to the number of female gamers and the
infrequency with which they played. If—as they hypothesized—certain genres of games
affect certain skill sets, perhaps the nature of the games favored by the female subjects
played an important role in their collective performance.
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The research of Jing Feng, Ian Spense, and Jay Pratt (2007) gives us further
reason to believe that the genre of video games played has an important role in the
development of spatial skill acquisition. Acknowledging that there are disparities in
spatial cognition based on gender, Feng and her colleagues were curious whether those
disparities could be alleviated. Paraphrasing previous research in their field, they note
that it is important to recognize gender discrepancies, but that it is vital to examine
whether those differences can be lessened or eradicated (Newcombe, Mathason, &
Terlecki 2002, cited in Feng et alia 2007, 851). To test whether these differences in
spatial cognition could be alleviated, the researchers conducted a series of experiments.
The first experiment used the useful-field-of-view (UFOV) task—somewhat
similar to the wide field of view enumeration task used by Green and Bavelier (2006)—to
measure the spatial attention of 48 subjects. It analyzed the difference between them
based on gender, gaming experience, and majors (grouped generally as “arts” or
“sciences”).
Male subjects performed better than female subjects, and part of this could be
attributed to the gender imbalance in NVGPs. A majority of the NVGP subjects were
female; the gamers performed better than non-gamers. The researchers note that this
concurs with results seen by Green and Bavelier (2006). The science students
outperformed the arts students, leading Feng and colleagues to surmise that: “students
with superior attentional capacities may be drawn to careers in science” (851).
A second experiment was administered to 20 NVGP subjects to see if training
with video games affected the observed gender differences in spatial cognition.
Considering their performance in the pretest UFOV and MRT tasks, the 20 subjects were
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paired together into 10 same-gendered groups. A member of each pair was placed in the
experimental group, the other was placed in the control group. The experimental group
trained with an action video game—Medal of Honor: Pacific Assault (2004)—while the
control group trained with a puzzle game—Ballance (2006). Each subject played 10
hours of their video game a week for up to 4 weeks. Subjects then retook the UFOV and
MRT tasks. A follow-up retest of all subjects was also administered (though it was not
initially planned). On average the follow-up took place 5 months after the experiment
ceased.
At the completion of their video game training, all subjects—both in the
experimental and control groups—improved in their respective games. However, they did
not all improve on the UFOV task. The experimental group improved from 61% to 74%
correct; the control group remained relatively unchanged, improving only slightly—from
61% to 63% correct (Feng et alia 2007, 852). Plainly, the spatial skills of those playing
action games improved, whereas the spatial skills of those playing non-action games
remained relatively the same.
This finding echoes the research of Green and Bavelier (2003). Unlike the results
that Green and Bavelier (2003) found, Feng and her colleagues noted that females’
UFOV scores increased more than males’ UFOV scores—a 17% increase for females and
a 10% increase for males (853). Though none of the females continued to play video
games during the 5 month period before the follow-up, their high score levels were
maintained. For the male subjects the scores increased slightly. The researchers are quick
to note, however, that 2 of the male subjects from the experimental group had continued
to play action video games in the period before the follow-up. The researchers attribute
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the mean improvement for male subjects in the follow-up to the continued action video
game playing.
The pretest MRTs likewise showed that on average male subjects performed
better than female subjects. The posttest MRTs improved among the experimental
group—particularly for female subjects—but not among the control group. The posttest
improvement for females in the experimental group made their performance
“indistinguishable from that of the males in the control group” (Feng et alia 2007, 853).
This shows that the gender discrepancies generally observed in spatial ability can be
lessened by proper training.
Feng and her colleagues showed that playing action video games improve the
spatial abilities of a subject regardless of his or her gender. Initially observed gender
differences were “virtually eliminated” in the UFOV task, and in the MRT task gender
differences were lessened (Feng et alia 2007, 853). NVGP subjects—both male and
female—trained in action games through the second experiment quickly improved in
their performance on the UFOV. Their skills improved so much that their scores were
nearly on par with VGPs from the first experiment. Data gathered from the follow-up
testing indicate that these improved spatial skills (as measured by the UFOV) persist
months after training.
The data reflecting improvement on the MRT due to action video game training
reinforced previous studies (McClurg and Chaillé 1987, cited in Feng et alia 2007). The
evidence that action video games improve certain spatial skills—while other video games
may not—was not new, but did bolster previous research. However, the improvements
seen in female subjects in both the UFOV and MRT were both new and interesting. The
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improvement in both tasks indicates a relationship between the skills required of each
test.
Feng and her colleagues note the importance of spatial cognition in mathematics,
engineering, and the sciences—fields in which females are generally underrepresented
(854). The results of their study indicate that women who play action video games are
well suited to enter any of those three fields in which they are underrepresented. At the
very least, the exposure to action video games could improve performance and interest in
those fields—for both males and females.
A study by Melissa S. Terlecki, Nora S. Newcombe, and Michelle Little
addressed the issue of gender differences in spatial skills, particularly mental rotation
skills. They partly explain the observed disparities between genders as a function of
experience. Males generally have more experience with computers and video games than
females do (Terlecki and Newcombe 2005). That experience serves as a form of spatial
cognition training. The suggestion of experience’s importance to spatial ability has also
been put forth by other researchers (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Quaiser-Pohl et alia
2006). If experience is as important to spatial skill development as researchers
(Baenninger and Newcombe 1995; Voyer, Nolan, and Voyer 2000, both cited in Terlecki
et alia 2008) think it is, then increased computer and video game usage would likely help
any subject with low spatial experience and ability—including females. According to
Terlecki, Newcombe, and Little, a debate exists in the literature about whether gender
differences can be eliminated through training regiments. Research (Baenninger and
Newcombe 1989, cited in Terlecki et alia 2008) showed evidence that improvement in
spatial skills initiated by training or repeated testing grows in parallel at early stages,
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meaning that the gender gap is not closed (Terlecki et alia 2008, 998). However, long
term training exercises had not been administered. That led the researchers to question
whether males’ and females’ spatial skills grow at different rates (or trajectories), and
whether—given enough training over time—they synch up at some point.
This precipitated several research questions. Do males and females at extremes of
spatial experience (either very high or very low spatial experience) have different rates of
growth? Does training with video games have more of an effect on mental rotation than
repeated testing alone? How durable are the effects on spatial ability of repeated testing?
Video game training? Do the effects of repeated testing or video game training transfer to
other skills? Is that transfer of skills durable?
Over three semesters data was collected. To establish whether participants in the
study were of high or low spatial experience, the researchers used the Survey of Spatial
Representation and Activities (SSRA)—designed for this research by Terlecki and
Newcombe. The low experience sample consisted of 19 males and 218 women (237
total). The high experience sample included 167 males and 83 females (250 total). The
researchers note the gender imbalance across the experience ranges; very few males are
part of the low spatial experience sample. In all three semesters, data regarding spatial
abilities and their growth were gathered weekly (for 12 weeks) using an MRT.
In the first semester no video game training was involved. Subjects simply
repeated testing on the MRT, with the questions shuffled on each admission to avoid
“order effects” (Terlecki et alia 2008). (This shuffling of questions would indeed be used
for all participants.)
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In the second semester a control group retested on MRTs without training. Along
with retesting, two groups trained with video games for 1 hour a week. A spatial
experimental group trained in a two-dimensional version of Tetris (1986), and a nonspatial experimental group trained with Solitaire. Possible transfer of skill was measured
using the Guilford-Zimmerman Spatial Visualization Task, also called the Clock Task
(Guilford and Zimmerman 1947, cited in Terlecki et alia 2008, 999). In each of the 20
multiple choice questions of the Clock Task, a clock face is presented and instructions on
how to rotate it are given. The tester must then select from the choices which clock face
reflects those directions.
In the third semester a control group retested on MRTs without training. Along
with retesting, again two groups trained with video games for 1 hour a week. A spatial
experimental group played a three-dimensional version of Tetris, and a non-spatial
experimental group played Solitaire. Possible transfer of skill was measured using the
Surface Development Test (SDT) (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen 1976, cited in
Terlecki et alia 2008, 999). The questions on the SDT show a drawing of a threedimensional object with numbers on its edges. It also shows an unfolded two-dimensional
version of the same object with letters on its edges. Participating subjects must correctly
match the letters with their corresponding numbers.
The researchers first analyzed MRT performance by gender. Because the sample
size for low spatial experience (LSE) men was so small, MRT performance was
compared between high spatial experience (HSE) men and women of both high and low
spatial experience. At week 2, HSE males outperformed both LSE and HSE female
subjects. After 4 weeks an initial growth pattern emerged. HSE male and female
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participants showed similar improvements. Their growth echoed the trajectory exhibited
by the control groups who were not training with video games. LSE female subjects’
performance on the MRT “showed the slowest initial growth” (Terlecki et alia 2008,
1004). By the end of the 12 weeks, however, growth for HSE men was slowing. HSE
women experienced a leveling off effect, but the growth trajectory for LSE women
increased slightly. The difference in growth trajectories over time, across both genders
and experience levels, indicate that spatial skill can be learned through experience. They
are not necessarily biologically limited.
Terlecki and her colleagues raise some interesting points based on the results of
that data. Though gender differences exist within spatial ability, given proper training,
women are able to drastically improve their spatial skills. The trio suggests that females
training to improve their spatial skills over a longer timeframe (probably more than 1
semester) might perform at the same level as non-training males—particularly if the
women are persistent and do not allow their initially slow development to dissuade them.
Terlecki, Newcombe, and Little note that there was not a significant difference in
pretest scores on the MRT between repeated testing groups and video game training
groups. From that similar base, however, the initial growth rates differed slightly, with
video game training subjects exhibiting faster initial growth than the retesting control
group. Though the difference was slight, it was statistically significant. After 12 weeks of
observation and MRT retesting, the growth rates for the repeated testing subjects and the
video game training subjects showed no difference. The growth of their mental rotation
abilities were on par with each other despite differing experiences and initial growth
rates.
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For both control and experimental groups posttest MRT performance was
significantly higher than pretest performance. The retake performance for both groups
showed that some decay in mental rotation ability occurred since posttest, but
performance was still higher than it was at pretest. Improvements in MRT performance
showed some durability for both males and females whether they were of the repeating or
training group. This data illustrates that continued training or repeating maintains the
high MRT performance.
Examination of transfer showed no significant difference between Clock Task and
SDT performance (two-dimensional video game training and three-dimensional video
game training, respectively). There was, however, notable difference between the
repeated testing groups and the training groups on the transfer tests. In the posttest and
follow-up transfer tasks the video game training group scored better than the control
group of repeating testers. The score differences between the experimental groups and the
control groups ranged from small to moderate and were statistically significant (Terlecki
et alia 2008, 1006–1007).
All participants—whether in the repeating or training groups—showed
improvements on the transfer tasks through the pretest, posttest, and retake. At each stage
participants’ level of performance increased. The observed improvements on posttest
transfer performance were both significant and durable. Subjects training with video
games exhibited higher performance than the non-training subjects.
However, Terlecki and her colleagues admit that the increased performance on
transfer tasks may be context sensitive. Previous research by Green and Bavelier (2003)
found that action video games led to transfer of spatial skills, while training with Tetris
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did not (cited in Terlecki et alia 2008, 1009). In this research by Terlecki, Newcombe,
and Little, participants training with Tetris performed considerably better on the transfer
tests (Clock Test and SDT). One might argue, they admit, that the mental rotation
demanded of Tetris serves as additional training that the repeated testing group did not
receive. Research shows that: “different kinds of practice, even if the underlying
mechanisms are the same may produce greater and wider transfer,” which would explain
the data observed (Schmidt and Bjork 1992, cited in Terlecki et alia 2008, 1010).
The particular importance of this study lies in its answer to one of the initial
questions posed by the researchers: Is it possible for women—or any person wanting to
improve spatial experience—to improve their spatial skills to levels generally observed in
highly spatially experienced males? The results of this study indicate that it is possible,
and that such a change, though requiring specific training, begins to show relatively
quickly—within 12 weeks.
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CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION OF METHODS
The results of the experiments discussed in the literature above are important, but
equally important is how those results were determined. I will therefore discuss the
statistical procedures that were used to analyze the data in several of the studies
highlighted.
Many of journal articles which performed experiments used ANOVA testing.
There are benefits of using an ANOVA test over a t-test. The likelihood of the occurrence
of a type I error—in which one incorrectly rejects a null hypothesis that is true—
increases when one uses two-sample t-tests. Darken and Sibert (1996), De Lisi and
Cammarano (1996), Green and Bavelier (2006), Quaiser-Pohl and her colleagues (2006),
and Terlecki and her colleagues (2008) all used the ANOVA to draw conclusions from
the data they gathered. As Darken and Sibert (1996) state, the ANOVA is well suited “for
experiments with small subject sample sizes” (147). For that reason, it is well suited for
the statistical analysis of this data.
Darken and Sibert (1996) used the ANOVA to analyze what they called the
“search effectiveness” based on the time a subject required to complete the task (147).
Along with using the ANOVA, the pair compared the subjects’ searching techniques and
visually assessed the maps they produced. Searching techniques were categorized
according to the type of spatial memory—graph, square grid, anchor, or radial grid—
Darken and Sibert (1996) felt they represented.
De Lisi and Cammarano (1996) also used the ANCOVA, a technique which
combines the ANOVA and regression. It is used for continuous variables; in their case,
the ANCOVA was used to analyze the posttest VTMR scores by gender (2) and
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experimental condition (2). They also used within-subject t tests. These allowed them to
compare the difference in posttest compared to pretest with the four groups: male
Blockout players, male Solitaire players, female Blockout players, and female Solitaire
players.
Green and Bavelier (2006) used two ANOVA tests to interpret their data gathered
from the enumeration test and MOT. One was a 2 X 2 ANOVA—(VGP / NVGP) X
(narrow field of view / wide field of view). This was used to analyze the accuracy
breakpoint—“the point where the elbow forms in the function,” as Green and Bavelier
(2006) eloquently describe it (222). A more complex 2 X 2 X 12 ANOVA was also used
(VGP / NVGP) X (narrow field of view / wide field of view) X (number of response
keys) for their analysis. This ANOVA was designed to analyze the percentage correct,
reaction time, and average response (Green and Bavelier 2006, 222).
Quaiser-Pohl, Geiser, and Lehmann (2006) used the ANOVA to determine
whether gaming experience was as useful at predicting MRT performance as gender is.
Scores on the MRT were analyzed by gamer status (non-gamer, action and simulation
gamer, logic and skill-training gamer) and gender. Though differences were observed,
showing higher mean MRT scores for action and simulation gamers compared to nongamers, no statistically significant difference was observed.
Though they also used the ANOVA test, Terlecki, Newcombe, and Little used a
form of SEM—structural equation modeling—as well. The SEM is better suited than ttests or ANOVA because of “enhanced ability to handle error, missing data and
sensitivity to changes in growth trajectories over time,” the last factor being of critical
importance in their study (Terlecki et alia 2008, 1003). Because their study took place
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over such a long period, there was some dropout associated with that which they could
not control.
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CHAPTER 8. THE DESIGN—METHODS AND PROCEDURES
To establish whether VGPs have more developed geographic skill sets than
NVGPs, I tested samples of both demographic groups (VGPs and NVGPs) for
comparative purposes. Using a brief survey and map exercise—see appendix K, L, and
M)—I gathered data on each individual subject’s gaming habits and general wayfinding
abilities. Compiling these individual data, I was able to analyze the performances of each
group as a whole, looking for potential patterns.
A survey would help gather the demographic data. A wayfinding exercise would
summarize each subject’s abilities—for that I would need an appropriate mapping
exercise. The survey would need to be simple and brief. If it were too long, it would deter
subjects from volunteering to complete the exercise. The map-based assignment would
need to be brief for the same reasons, but importantly, the few questions asked would
need to be increasingly difficult—to distinguish which subjects had more developed
wayfinding skills. If it were too complex, it would be too difficult for all subjects. The
map, likewise, would need to be comprehensible and uncomplicated.
It was important for me to know with what frequency subjects play, and what
genres of games VGPs play. VGPs as a group may outperform non-gamers. Additionally,
some gamers who play more than other VGPs may very well outperform the less
experienced VGPs. The genre of games played may be important as well, because as
researchers (Green and Bavelier 2003 2006; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006; Feng et alia 2007)
showed, action game play has affects spatial skills. It may be that certain genres of video
games have more of an impact on wayfinding skill improvement than others do.
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I felt that the best way to go about gleaning that information was a survey. The
registration cards which regularly come with video games provided a template for survey
questions. These cards ask for information about both the purchaser and the player—as
these are not always the same people. To induce gamers to fill these cards out, some
game publishers give away prizes to randomly selected registrants. Examples of such
registration cards appear in the appendix (appendices H, I, and J). These registration
cards had questions on them which I would be asking the respondents—for example,
“What consoles do you currently own?” and “How often do you play?” Because of that, I
purposely designed the questions and answers to reflect the manner in which they
appeared on these cards. I felt that if gamers were more familiar with the format, they
would be more likely to respond to the survey.
Another important factor to address was the respondent’s major. One might
expect that geography majors are more familiar with map-based exercises, and more
practiced in similar orienting tasks. This experience could give them an advantage on the
wayfinding exercise. According to researchers (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; QuaiserPohl et alia 2006; Terlecki et alia 2008) experience plays an important role in other
spatial skills. The experience of geography and urban studies (GUS) majors could
potentially result in those subjects performing better than the non-majors in the
population.
The other part of the exercise asked respondents to address several items about a
map. The exercise consisted of eight questions of orientation and wayfinding designed to
test subjects’ understanding of maps and paths. In designing the questionnaire, I had to
consider that: “both memory for object location and memory for the direction in which a
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route is travelled [sic] are needed for successful wayfinding” (Janzen 2006, 493–494). I
designed the questions to test the subjects’ abilities “to identify origin and destination…to
recognize on route and distant landmarks…and to embed the route to be taken in some
larger reference frame” (Golledge 1999, 7). Examples of the questions follow.
The first question aimed at testing the rudimentary ability to recognize origin and
destination and asked: “Leaving shore at point 12, you sail south across the sea to the
other coast. To which point are you now closest?” (The answer is “point 15.”) Another
question from the survey addressed on route landmarks: “Traveling by way of boat from
point 2 all the way to the sea, what one point must you pass to reach your destination?”
(The answer is “point 5.” Either point 9 or point 11 would potentially be passed as well,
which is addressed in the following question, but only one of those two could be passed.)
I chose not to use a regional map that one subset of society may have been more
familiar with than another group because that would have skewed the results. So that the
map not be biased toward any demographic group I mindfully designed and illustrated a
map of a fictitious region; see appendix M.
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CHAPTER 9. SAMPLE AND RESPONSES
I solicited responses from students from four geography classes—including both
majors and non-majors—as my test subjects. While performance of VGPs compared to
performance of NVGPs is the core of this research, geography courses were specifically
selected to determine whether geography majors would possibly outperform nongeography majors. This was based on a curiosity piqued by the research of De Lisi and
Cammarano (1996), Quaiser-Pohl and her colleagues (2006), and Terlecki, Newcombe,
and Little (2008); their collective research stated that experience played a role in spatial
abilities. Would the educational experience of geography students affect their wayfinding
abilities? By simply asking the subjects what their majors were in the survey, I could
examine this question.
I surveyed both lower-level and higher-level courses to insure that both GUS
majors and non-majors were represented. This would also insure that subjects at various
geography experience levels would be represented; the lower-level courses would likely
have less geographically experienced student-subjects while the higher-level courses
would likely have more geographically experienced subjects. The four courses in which I
administered the survey and wayfinding exercise were: GEOG 1051 (“Environment and
Society”), GEOG 2014 (“Urban Geography”), GEOG 3001 (“Images of the City in
Popular Culture”), and GEOG 4198 (“Senior Seminar in Geography and Urban Studies”).
The total population of subjects was 86. Their ages ranged from 18 to 36. The
mean age was 21.66. There were 42 males and 44 females. Of the respondents, 42
classified themselves as video gamers, and 44 identified themselves as non-video gamers.
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This occurrence provided an interesting nearly fifty-fifty break in the population
regarding both of those variables.
Each question on the mapping exercise was counted as one point; the highest
possible score on the exercise was 8.00. Looking at the test population of 86 respondents,
the mean score on the map exercise was 6.20. The median score was 6.00 and the mode
was 7.00.
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CHAPTER 10. ANALYSIS
The data analysis was done with the guidance of the Social Science Data Library
resources using SPSS. Using both difference of means tests (t-tests) and ANOVA, I
analyzed the score performance on the mapping exercise of certain subsets of the
population. These measures were both used to look into the various effects and
interactions of the video game variables being analyzed. This provided investigation for
individual insight as well as composite analysis among the variables. Significance level
for p-values was established as 0.05.
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CHAPTER 11. RESULTS
In investigating the experienced VGPs compared to inexperienced NVGPs, the
analysis showed a mean score for VGPs of 6.31 with a standard deviation of 1.66; the
NVGPs averaged 6.09 correct with a standard deviation of 1.54. Although it would seem
that VGPs performed better than NVGPs, these findings were not statistically significant,
t = 0.634, (df) = 84, p = 0.528. Therefore the data suggest that video game playing did not
have a statistically significant influence on wayfinding skills in mapping exercises.
Considering these results, one might argue that success in mapping exercises
(wayfinding) requires a different skill set than is developed through video gaming
experience. This echoes comments made by Feng and her colleagues (2007) regarding
the importance of assistance from “lower-level cognitive capacities” (854).
In analyzing the performance of male subjects to female subjects, the 42 males
had a mean score of 6.48 with a standard deviation of 1.47, and the 44 females scored a
mean of 5.93 with a standard deviation of 1.68. Though males as a whole performed
slightly better than females, the difference was not significant, t = 1.599, (df) =84, p =
0.114. The effect size was 0.33. This is a small effect size, if any. To better test the effect
size, it would be necessary to test a larger population than was used in this study.
Considering the literature (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Maguire 1999; QuaiserPohl et alia 2006; Feng et alia 2007; Terlecki et alia 2008), I would wager that the
difference is not entirely chance. Further more sophisticated experimentation is required
to explain this data.
Dividing those gender groups into gamer and non-gamer categories was even
more revealing. An ANOVA test was administered. The group of 42 men consisted of 27
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gamers and 15 non-gamers. The 44 total females divided into 15 gamers and 29 nongamers. Their results appear in the table below.
TABLE 1: Results by Gaming Status
Gaming Status

Sample Size

Mean Score

Standard
Deviation

Male VGP

27

6.67

1.47

Male NVGP

15

6.13

1.46

Female VGP

15

5.67

1.84

Female NVGP

29

6.07

1.60

The observed differences, however, were not statistically significant, (df) = 3 (between
groups) / 82 (within groups), F = 1.43, p= 0.24. It is interesting that the male VGPs were
the only group whose mean score was higher than the total population average of 6.20.
This shows just how strong their performance as a group was compared to the other three
subsets. Also interesting is the standard deviation of female VGPs, indicating a wider
range of scores than the other subsets. This may be due to the genres played by female
subjects.
Again, the results in this table show that male VGPs slightly outperformed their
colleagues in the other three population subsets. Though I must reiterate, this difference
was not statistically significant. It appears that male video game players tend to have
better wayfinding skills than their peers, but there is not enough evidence to accredit
video games for that. Though not statistically significant, the interaction of the gender
and gaming variables came closer to significance than looking at whether a subject was a
gamer or not on its own.
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Male and female non-gamers were rather close in their wayfinding abilities
(means of 6.13 and 6.07, respectively), but in keeping with other studies (Terlecki et alia
2008) the males outperformed the females—however slightly in this case. Anomalously,
female VGPs noticeably underscored female NVGPs. I cannot definitively explain the
cause of this, but it is similar to results seen by Quaiser-Pohl and her colleagues (2006).
Here, it becomes important to look at gamers based on which genres they play. I
speculate that the genre of games which a VGP plays has an important role in the
development of their wayfinding abilities.
Because of that speculation, I expected that perhaps the results within the gaming
community based on genre played would reveal more. Because of the focus in the
literature on the importance of action video games (Green and Bavelier 2003 2006; Feng
et alia 2007), I looked at the difference in performance between action VGPs and those
VGPs who did not play action video games. Of the 42 VGPs who participated in the
study, 25 (17 male, 8 female) played action games and 17 did not (10 male, 7 female).
The action VGPs had a mean score of 6.16 with a standard deviation of 1.841. The nonaction VGPs had a mean score of 6.53 with a standard deviation of 1.375. This difference
is not statistically significant, however, t = -0.704, (df) = 40, p= 0.486. These results
seem to indicate that action video games do not help wayfinding skills. However, that
cannot be said for certain. Due to a shortsightedness in the way the survey was designed,
asking gamers: “Which are your favorite video game genres?”—there was no way to tell
which genres were played most frequently. The survey only indicated whether gamers
played video games in the action genre. Not, whether they played action games more than
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minigames, or sports games, or any genre. Therefore the results regarding action VGP
performance should be observed with some skepticism.
Age was fairly homogenous in this population. Again, though respondents’ ages
ranged from 18 to 36, the majority of subjects—being college students—were in their
early 20s (mean age: 21.66). The few comparatively older respondents were quite
outnumbered by the younger. As such a comparison between different age groups was
not necessary.
That said several other analyses yielded rather interesting implications.
Interestingly, 16 respondents marked their maps during the exercise. Could this be
meaningful? Of those 16 map markers, 8 were gamers and 8 were not—an even split. Of
those 16 map markers, 7 were GUS majors, and an additional 3 were social science
majors. No differences were observed between markers who played video games and
markers who did not, nor between GUS majors and other majors. The mean score of
those who marked their maps was 6.56 correct with a standard deviation of 1.094;
whereas the 70 subjects who did not mark their maps averaged 6.11 correct with a
standard deviation of 1.681. Some non-markers outperformed map markers, but with
these samples being so different in size, this is not surprising. It seems that subjects who
mark their maps as they navigate—regardless of gaming experience—perform better at
wayfinding tasks. Again, however, the difference in mean score was not statistically
significant, t = 1.016, (df) = 84, p = 0.313.
I suspect, though, that the marking of their maps indicates that these respondents
were quite careful and deliberate in their execution of the wayfinding exercise, and thus
less likely to make wayfinding errors than non-markers. The marking process would
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likely take more time than not marking. Taking their time as they did, the map marking
subjects did just marginally better than those who did not mark their maps. Their slightly
better—though not statistically significant—performance may be owed more to the
meticulous nature of these subjects; the action of marking the map may well just be a
function of that meticulous nature.
Looking at the performance of geography and urban studies (GUS) majors
relative to non-GUS majors—as well as the difference between social science majors
(including GUS) and all other majors (such as: Religion, Spanish, Tourism & Hospitality
Management)—yielded interesting results.
The GUS majors averaged 6.47 on the exercise with a standard deviation of
1.517; non-majors averaged 5.90 with a standard deviation of 1.640. This difference was
not statistically significant, t = 1.658, (df) = 84, p = 0.101. Analysis of social science
majors (which includes GUS majors) relative to all other majors showed that social
scientists averaged 6.44 with a standard deviation of 1.531; all other majors averaged
5.50 with a standard deviation of 1.596. This difference in performance was statistically
significant, t = 2.451, (df) = 84, p = 0.016. The null hypothesis, that there exists no
difference between social science majors and non-majors in wayfinding performance, can
be dismissed. This data indicates that experience—represented by interest and education
in social sciences—plays a significant role in performance on wayfinding tasks.
In both cases, GUS majors and social science majors scored noticeably higher
than their peers. This data supports the findings of De Lisi and Cammarano (1996),
Quaiser-Pohl and colleagues (2006), and Terlecki and her colleagues (2008) that
experience is an important indicator of spatial aptitude. For social science majors,
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probable exposure to more maps—by way of history or geography courses—may have
been an important experience which better prepared them for this navigation exercise.
An ANOVA test of score breakdown by course level was conducted. In the 1051
course, “Environment and Society,” participants averaged 6.16 with a standard deviation
of 1.446. In the 2014 class, “Urban Geography,” subjects averaged 6.27 correct with a
standard deviation of 1.932. The 3001 class, “Images of the City in Popular Culture,” the
mean score was 5.80 with a standard deviation of 1.643.It should be noted that this course
only included 5 subjects. Lastly, in the 4198 course, “Senior Seminar in Geography and
Urban Studies,” the mean score was 6.31 with a standard deviation of 1.580. The
differences were not statistically significant, (df) = 3 (between groups) / 82 (within
groups), F = 0.15, p= 0.93, though the course level with only 5 subjects may have
something to do with that.
Ignoring the 3000 level course, performance on the navigation task increased as
course level—and most likely experience level—increases. This further indicates a
possible relationship between geographic education and experience and the development
of spatial abilities (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006; Terlecki et
alia 2008).
An analysis of performance based on academic standing was illuminating. There
were 9 freshmen, 23 sophomores, 22 juniors, and 30 seniors. Their results appear in the
table below.
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TABLE 2: Results by Academic Status
Academic Status

Sample Size

Mean Score

Standard
Deviation

Freshman

9

6.00

2.12

Sophomore

23

6.22

1.54

Junior

22

6.32

1.46

Senior

30

6.20

1.67

Unknown

2

5.50

0.71

The results were not statistically significant, (df) = 4 (between groups) / 81 (within
groups), F = 0.16, p= 0.96. Interestingly the seniors scored a lower mean than both the
juniors and sophomores; this table illustrates the comparatively lower average of seniors
compared to juniors and sophomores. This betrayed my expectations, but there may be a
simple explanation. These results may well be a reflection of the time of year. It was the
end of the second semester for seniors—many of whom were likely graduating. It is
possible that some of them were worn out from end of the semester stress—or that some
of them were not putting forth full effort, the so-called “senior slide.” The general trend
in the data, again though not statistically significant, indicates that academic standing
might play a role in wayfinding performance. Taking into account the time of year for
seniors, the anomaly in the trend does not seem unexplainable.
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CHAPTER 12. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The results concerning my hypothesis—that VGPs would outperform NVGPs in
wayfinding exercises based on improved spatial skills—indicated a correlation between
gaming and improved wayfinding for gamers, but did not find anything statistically
significant in this regard. This small correlation does not indicate causality between
increased gaming and increased wayfinding ability. It does however suggest that more
research into this question could be illuminating.
For male gamers, performance on the wayfinding task was better than non-gamer
performance. However, female VGPs did not do as well as NVGPs of either gender. As
such, the results of this study do not indicate that video gaming improves wayfinding
abilities in all gamers. Further examination of VGPs by gender and genre of video game
played could likely provide more in depth conclusions and illuminate the findings of this
study. Unfortunately, given time constraints, this was not feasible.
The data gathered imply that social science majors—including geographers—
perform better in map-based wayfinding exercises than respondents of other majors. The
interest in the social sciences and educational experience generally indicate that a subject
will be better at wayfinding whether male or female.
Again, though data showing statistically significant difference in performance
between males and females on wayfinding tasks was not found, the data indicated that the
gender difference did exist. The correlations indicate that further, more refined research
could possibly root out more information regarding gender differences in wayfinding
ability.
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CHAPTER 13. CONSIDERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
The sample in this study consisted entirely of college students. This homogeneity
of the sample was not without purpose. The collegiate level population was selected
because I assumed that based on the demographics of video game players I would gather
a good population of serious gamers, casual gamers, and non-gamers. Unfortunately, this
introduces a population bias regarding education. It may be that education level does not
affect wayfinding abilities very much; perhaps VGPs of all education levels outperform
NVGPs of all education levels. That supposition cannot be assumed—and should not,
based on the results this study. Though the assets of a solely collegiate population
outweighed the liabilities, I felt it necessary to acknowledge the possible criticisms.
To collect more data on the parameters which yielded statistically insignificant
results and parameters which could not be tested, a researcher could be better served by
designing the experiment seeking a more widely varied VGP population from the outset.
Allow me to explain. By chance, this study lacked gamers who played every day, but it
had many casual gamers who played 1 or 2 days a week. Future researcher might find it
helpful to explicitly request volunteers who played 7 days a week, to compare them to
more casual gamers. Similarly, researchers could target gamers who played specific
genres more often than others to compare, for example, the performance of action gamers
to puzzle gamers. In such a way perhaps unbiased, significant findings could be
discovered regarding the relationship between video games and wayfinding.
Relying on self-reported surveys, one must assume that what was reported is
accurate. This may not necessarily be the case. An example—I imagine that many VGPs
were unable to say precisely how many times they play in a given week. This is likely to
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have happened for several reasons. First, it is rare that a player would maintain a log or
journal recording the fact that he has been playing. As it is a habit, a gamer may likely
forget that he played yesterday, or the day before. Second, if a player picks up a
controller and starts to play, but then gets sidetracked by a non-video gaming task and
stops playing after only a brief amount of time playing, he may not consider that playing.
He may think, “It was only ten minutes, so it doesn’t really count…” Because of these
two factors, reported amount of video game play would be an estimate, at best.
A third possibility is that some gamers surveyed may have intentionally
underreported their playing so as not to seem like “couch potatoes.” After all, there is still
something of a stigma attached to a physically inactive hobby such as video gaming when
compared to something more physically active. Because of those possibilities, the data
may not reflect actual (specific) playing habits. Though that may be the case, the data still
reflects whether an individual is a VGP or not, which is ultimately more important to this
research.
Research suggests that males tend to outperform females when faced with spatial
tasks (De Lisi and Cammarano 1996; Maguire 1999; Quaiser-Pohl et alia 2006; Terlecki
et alia 2008). Also, males generally tend to play video games in larger percentage than
females (ESA 2008). To reiterate, in this study 27 of 42 males and 15 of 44 females were
video game players. The male VGPs were about 64.3% of the gaming population in this
study; the females were roughly 35.7%. This reflects the estimated figures—62% male,
38% female—presented by the ESA. The unfortunate imbalance must just be accepted
and acknowledged as an unavoidable part of the experiment.
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After administering the survey in four courses, a few glitches were observed.
Clarity of instructions, perceived time limit, and time of administration all presented the
greatest obstacles. Some of these were my fault, and could be remedied in future
research; some of these could not be addressed for one reason or another.
The problem with the clarity of instructions could be lucidly observed in several
of the “completed” surveys. After the yes-or-no question: “Do you play video games?”
there were instructions stating, “(If ‘yes,’ please continue with the following questions.)”
Because the survey about gaming habits preceded the mapping exercise, a few subjects
assumed that if they did not play video games than I was not interested in their
performance on the mapping exercise. That was not my intention. The instructions
following that question should have read, “(If ‘yes,’ please continue with the following
questions. If ‘no,’ please continue to the exercise on the next page.)” That change would
have made things even more clear and would have helped me to gather even more data.
Perhaps a pilot test would have rooted out this mistake, but again time constraints did not
allow for this.
An interesting problem was brought to my attention by a few subjects; they
decided to write in their own responses to certain survey questions when another answer
was appropriate. For example, with the question: “Which of the following systems do
you own?” some students wrote-in “Gameboy” or “Super Nintendo” or “Dreamcast”—all
of which are legitimate video gaming consoles and legitimate answers to the questions.
However, games are no longer manufactured for those systems; they are not of the
current or most recent generation. Making a game on an old system would be tantamount
to a record company releasing a new album on cassette. It would not be profitable. With
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that as my initial logic, I did not include older consoles as selectable answers on my
survey. However, as some people still listen to older musical formats, so too do some
people still play older gaming platforms. Additionally, due to the high cost of new home
gaming consoles, some subjects who consider themselves gamers may not have the most
recent consoles. Listening to music on an older format does not make one any less of a
music fan, just as playing games on an older console does not make one any less of a
gamer. In my shortsightedness, I did not include “other” as an answer option. Perhaps
more subjects would have classified themselves as VGPs and not NVGPs if they saw
those options, perhaps not.
This lack of inclusion of older systems on the survey also introduces another
question. Do the relatively simpler games of the previous generations develop spatial
skills differently than current generation games? Do handheld games develop skills
differently than home consoles? With the data gathered, I cannot hope to answer those
questions.
That oversight also cued me in on another oversight. The survey asked
participants whether they were currently video game players. Information regarding past
gaming habits—perhaps during childhood, perhaps more recently—was overlooked. As
evidenced by the research of Terlecki, Newcombe, and Little (2008) some spatial skill
training is durable. It is possible that spatial training experienced by former video game
players provided them with experience that was unaccounted for by this survey.
During analysis an additional oversight in the survey exercise was observed. I
asked subjects which genres of video games they played, and how often they played
video games. However, I would have been much better suited by asking them which
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genres they played most frequently. In such a way I would have been able to observe
whether VGPs who play action games (or any other genre) performed better on the
wayfinding exercise. Time constraints being what they were, I was unable to go back and
correct this oversight.
The exercise may have been further improved by including the Santa Barbara
Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD) of which I was aware when I was refining the survey
and mapping exercise. I decided against using it because I was very concerned with
limiting the length of the exercise to under ten minutes. I felt that a shorter exercise—in
the range of five to ten minutes—would keep subjects focused on the immediate
wayfinding task before them and accordingly less likely to make errors they would not
otherwise make. A longer exercise may have mentally worn subjects out thus resulting in
mistakes from lack of focus. I also felt that a longer exercise—between ten and possibly
twenty minutes—might deter potential subjects from participating at all. As participation
in the study was completely voluntary, I wished to gather data from as many subjects as
possible in the classrooms in which I administered the exercise. My intuition told me that
some students seeing a multipage optional exercise would immediately dismiss it—as
would be their right. My thoughts were that a shorter exercise would lessen that potential
problem.
In addition I felt that the SBSOD focused more on subjects’ perceptions, not
necessarily their abilities. The two questions on the SBSOD concerned with remembering
routes seemed to be the only ones which specifically touched on the critical issue of
wayfinding—an origin and a purposeful destination. It seemed that the majority of
questions in the SBSOD concerned subjects’ sense of immediate location and subjects’
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perceptions of their navigational abilities. Though sense of location is part of wayfinding
ability, it is only half of it.
The final reason which I did not include the SBSOD was my assessment of its
perspective. Allow me to explain. I felt that the 15 question exercise was better suited to
the psychologist’s perspective—not the geographer’s perspective. Though the data
gathered by use of the SBSOD would likely be illuminating, I felt that it would not be as
useful to me, as a geographer, as the data gathered from the navigation exercise designed
for this study.
For those reasons, I felt that the brief survey of gaming habits and mapping
exercise designed for this study seemed to be better suited to measuring wayfinding (or
navigational ability) in action through problem solving. I decided—perhaps in error—not
to include the SBSOD. Inclusion of the SBSOD and my instrument would likely have
gleaned more data about wayfinding ability—particularly about sense of location, which
would help me understand the first half of wayfinding. It would also have given me an
ability to compare subjects’ perceptions of their navigational abilities and their actual
wayfinding (navigational) abilities in action.
It would also have been in my interest to include an MRT in tandem with the
wayfinding exercise. By doing so, I could have discovered whether the abilities required
of both tasks are possibly related. However, time did not allow me to retest including this
addition. Future research conducted using the SBSOD, an MRT, a modified survey, and
the wayfinding task designed for this research would be advised.
Time did present some complications in the study. Initially I considered timing
each survey in a one-on-one environment. Each admission of the survey would be one
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subject and an observer. As an observer I could watch for subjects’ reactions to questions,
I could answer questions to clarify instructions. It seemed rational—initially. More in
depth information could likely have been gathered in observing facial responses and body
language alone. However, I decided against doing the research in such a way for two
reasons. The first reason is that it would have been incredibly time consuming to get as
large a sample as the one studied. This would only have been less of a problem, and more
of an inconvenience. Conversely, the second reason was more compelling. I felt that a
subject being timed might feel the need to race through the survey and overlook
important instructions. A subject taking it slow may just be careful. He may be double
checking his answers. With that possibility in mind, timing the survey did not seem a
wise decision—nor did it seem important to reflecting a subject’s actual aptitude. The
benefits to be gained in a one-on-one, timed environment did not seem worth it.
Nonetheless, given that the exercise was issued in classrooms, time would be
somewhat limited. It should be noted that each of the professors in whose classes I
collected data were very generous with their time; none of the instructors rushed his or
her students to complete the exercise. In the instances when the packet was issued at the
beginning of class, some students may have rushed through it to move on to class. Those
respondents may have done so at the cost of making sloppy mistakes. Similarly, when the
exercise was administered at the end of class, respondents may have rushed through the
survey and exercise to leave class quickly.
The time and place the exercise was dispensed to subjects could also have
presented a possible problem. In one of the classrooms in which I was administering the
survey, the students had quite a lot on their proverbial plates that day; they had their final
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quiz of the semester. It was only after this compulsory assignment was completed that my
optional wayfinding research exercise could be completed. It is possible that some
respondents rushed through the latter—my survey—because a stressful, time-consuming
task preceded it. Again, their potential haste may have resulted in careless errors which
they would not have otherwise made.
The last, and frankly most disappointing thing I noticed is that there are quite
possibly a few subjects who did not choose to take the exercise seriously, but nonetheless
completed it. This was only brought to my attention because some respondents
deliberately wrote in snide and sarcastic responses. For example, one respondent filled
out much of the survey with correct answers, but on the more difficult questions this
respondent gave such replies as “trick question” or “this is a ridiculous request. I
absolutely refuse.” This respondent’s survey and exercise were not considered part of the
data set. However, this respondent’s flip replies led me to think that perhaps other
respondents did not take the more demanding questions seriously, though they did not
provide such brusque answers. Similarly, given the unusual and extreme nature of some
incorrect responses, I was led to believe that either certain subjects have a great difficulty
reading and understanding maps—perhaps due to inexperience, or that some subjects
purposefully included incorrect answers. Though both situations are unlikely they are still
possibilities that I felt needed to be acknowledged.
A final issue needs be addressed. In many games—particularly in open-ended
(sandbox) games—aimless wandering can replace purposeful wayfinding. This type of
journeying is done without following the objectives of the overarching storyline.
Considering the questions asked and results of the surveys in this study, one cannot
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ascertain whether a gamer tends to spend more of his gaming time wandering or
wayfinding. Pointless roaming is not the same thing as wayfinding. Wayfinding has an
endpoint in mind from the outset and is about the conscious, focused effort to reach that
destination. Roaming has no destination. Because they are not the same task, they likely
do not exercise the same skill sets. It would be fascinating to study the spatial skill set
differences between two groups of VGPs—one group instructed to wayfind in games, the
other group instructed to wander in games. To do so, gamers would need to be observed
while playing.
I hope that this study has the potential to support other researchers. Considering
the size of my population, my manner of garnering subjects, and time constraints, I was
unable to study the influence of specific genres on spatial ability in the realm of
wayfinding/navigation. The question of whether the navigation implicit in specific
genres, such as strategy or role-playing games (RPG), improves players’ wayfinding
abilities more than other genres, such as music or fighting, could be addressed by further
research and might provide information about the results seen with female VGPs and
action VGPs in this study. Again, time being what it was, I was unable to go back and
address this in such a fashion. Learning from the mistakes of this study, future
researchers should be able to study more directly whether geography majors outperform
other majors in navigation tasks. This research provides some minor evidence to support
the idea that studying geography aids in navigation and wayfinding abilities. It is hoped
that this study may influence other geographers—or researchers in other academic
fields—to critically examine the role that video games play in helping to develop
wayfinding skills.
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Appendix A
Gaming Generation Gap

1981: Arcade (2nd gen.)
1991: SNES (4th gen.)
2002: Gamecube (6th gen.)

1985, 1987, 1990: NES (3rd gen.)
1996: N64 (5th gen.)
2008: Wii (7th gen.)
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Appendix B
The Legend of Zelda (1987)

System: NES
Publisher: Nintendo
Virtual World: Hyrule
19 cells across by 8 cells high
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Appendix C
The Legend of Zelda: Link’s Awakening (1993)

System: Gameboy / Gameboy Color Publisher: Nintendo
Virtual World: Koholint Island
16 cells across by 16 cells high
(Mosaic-map from a colorized version released in 1998.)
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Appendix D
The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion (2006)

Systems: Xbox 360, Playstation 3, PC Publisher: Bethesda Game Studios
Virtual World: Cyrodiil
Each square marker is an explorable landmark (town, temple, dungeon…)
The entire bordered country is explorable.
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Appendix E
Final Fantasy XII (2006)

System: Playstation 2
Publisher: Square Enix
Virtual World: Ivalice
Each named location is an explorable region connected to other explorable regions
by a large, but limited path.
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Appendix F
Vandenberg Mental Rotation Test

Available online: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2006/08/31/GR2006083100070.html
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Appendix G
Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test

Available online: http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S0021-75572004000300014&script=sci_arttext&tlng=en
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Appendix H
Registration Card

Sample registration card from publisher
Sony Computer Entertainment
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Appendix I
Registration Cards

Sample registration cards from publisher
Agetec
From the games Armored Core 2:
Another Age (2001), and
Armored Core 3 (2002)
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Appendix J
Registration Card

Sample registration from publisher
Sony Computer Entertainment America (SCEA)
From the game inFamous (2009)
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Appendix K
Respondent Demographics
(App K)
PLEASE DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THIS SHEET.

Gender?

Male

/

Female

Age?

________________

What academic year are you? ________________
What is your major?

________________

Do you play video games?

Yes

/

No

(If “yes,” please continue with the following questions.)

How many days a week on average do you play video games?
0 days
1 – 2 day(s)
3 – 4 days
5 – 6 days
7 days
How many games do you purchase or receive per year?
0
1–3
4–6
7 – 11
12 +
How many games do you rent or borrow per year?
0
1–3
4–6
7 – 11
12 +
Which of the following systems do you own?
Playstation2
_____
Playstation 3
Xbox
_____
Xbox 360
Gamecube
_____
Wii
PC
_____
Mac

_____
_____
_____
_____

PSP

_____

DS / DSi

_____

On which single system do you play games most frequently?
Playstation2
_____
Playstation 3 _____
PSP
Xbox
_____
Xbox 360
_____
Gamecube
_____
Wii
_____
DS / DSi
PC
_____
Mac
_____

_____
_____

Which are your favorite video game genres?
(Select up to two.)

__
__
__
__
__

Action / Adventure
Fighting / Wrestling
Major Sports
Puzzle / Minigame
Shooter

__ Extreme Sports
__ Flying / Driving
__ Music / Rhythm
__ RPG
__ Simulation / Strategy
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Appendix L
Survey
(App L)

Gender: M / F

Age: ____

Year/Major:

[

]

Instructions: Please do not put your name on this paper or the map! Read all
questions carefully and answer to the best of your ability. This exercise is designed to
examine and assess wayfinding skills. Feel free to write or draw on the map if it will help
you. You are encouraged to ask any questions if anything below is unclear.

1.) Leaving shore at point 12, you sail south across the sea to the other coast. To which
point are you now closest? ____________________
2.) You have been invited to a party held in the town at point 3. You live in the city at
point 8. From your city, you want to go to point 3 in the most direct way possible. What
features (not points) are you likely to come across on your way? ____________________
3.) Travelling by way of boat from point 2 all the way to the sea, what one point must
you pass to reach your destination? ____________________
4.) On that same boating voyage, you must pass either one of two other points before
reaching the sea. What are those two points? ____________________
5.) You are cruising northeast by boat from point 10. Upon landfall you hike north along
the coast then continue northbound to a river. You follow it east and break from the river
as you continue to the east. Which point have you reached? ____________________
6.) You are at point 5 and must get to point 4 quickly. However, you do not have a boat
(so you cannot cross water), and you do not wish to waste time crossing the mountains.
Which other points are you likely to encounter on your route? ____________________
7.) From your mountain town at point 17 you sail upstream to the nearest coastal point.
After getting some supplies there you continue north across the great central sea to the
northern coast. From there you start trekking northerly, following the edge of the forest
until you reach a town. At which point have you arrived? ____________________
8.) You are a farmer in a lakeside village. After harvest you decide to sell your extra
crops abroad. Starting from your town at point 16, you travel due north to the sea. You
then travel by boat to the next closest point for your first sale. From there you travel due
west to your next destination. From this second stop, you travel northeast until you reach
the next closest point. After conducting business here, you continue to sail southeast to a
new port you have not yet been. What is this final point? ____________________

Appendix M
Map
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